
Measurements of the 
radiation reaction 



Jackson 1975 p. 786-798 

N2 

Lorentz-Abraham-Dirac (LAD) equation 

No field, solution to LAD eq.: 
(runaway – energy conservation) 

Step-fct. field, solution to LAD eq.: 
(pre-acceleration - causality) 

Classical Radiation Reaction 

Larmor 

(no radiation) 



High-intensity laser interactions 

IZEST, ELI, 
XCELS, HiPER, 
XFEL, NIF, 
GEKKO-EXA, 
POLARIS, BELLA ... 

Mourou, Tajima 

(a short digression) 



``Physicists are planning lasers 
powerful enough to rip apart 
the fabric of space and time’’ 
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T. Wistisen, Aarhus 

Multi-photon abs. 
Sum 
Constant field 

η = 5, χ = 4.4 

The only laser experiment so far: 
SLAC E-144: PRL 76, 3116 (1996), PRL 79, 1626 (1997) Laser frequency 

“The location of ELI s fourth 
pillar, the highest intensity 
pillar, is still to be decided. Its 
laser power is expected to 
exceed that of the current ELI 
pillars by about one order of 
magnitude 
[i.e. reach 1024 W/cm2, 
Schwinger limit = 1029 W/cm2]”. 

Why not use a constant 
strong field instead? 



Crystals 

  

Extremely strong electric fields 
 
1010-1011 V/cm 

50 V / 0.1 Å 
= 

5·1010 V/cm 

Relativistic invariant: 

=1.32·1016 V/cm 

SLAC E-144:  

Replace laser-pulse by 
virtual photons 



1. ‘Quantum-synchrotron’-rad. 

Previously presented by NA63 

2. Spin-flip processes 
3. ‘Schwinger’ pair prod. 
4. Trident production 

those directly relevant to high-power laser 
interactions… 



In a purely electric field (in the lab frame), LL equation : 

Derivative term not 
accessible in laser 
interactions 



Some recent examples… 



Experiment NA63 
Run schedule 

 
 

Setting up 

 
 

Data taking 



Angular scans 
• Radiation enhancement 

observed w/ 180 GeV 
electrons (signal = 
radiation above 50 GeV, 
‘strong field radiation’) 
with 1.5 mm diamond: 
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Setup for e+ measurement 
Run 11.-25. May, 2016 

MIMOSAs: 





”[Friday 20th of May in the] morning 
there was a fire at the PS main power 
supply (the rotating machine), and it 
will not be usable for the weeks to 

come.”  

 
 

Setting up 

 
 

Data taking 

 
 

Lost 

Graphs 
presented in 
the following 
are all very 
preliminary!  



Si <100>, theory - simulated 



 Si <100> power-spectrum 



Si <111>, number spectra 

Saturation? 



 Si <111> power-spectrum 



Measurements and simulation, Si <111>  

200µm (‘thick’) and 42.5µm 
(‘thin’) Tantalum (X0= 4.1 
mm) converter foil 



PLANS FOR 2017: 
 

NA63 applies for 
2 weeks of beam time in H4 in 2017, 

to complete the series of 
measurements necessary for an 

experimental proof that radiation 
reaction can be observed using high-

energy electrons in crystals 



Publications, (related to) NA63 
 

• Since previous SPSC presentation: 

1. R.E. Mikkelsen, T. Poulsen, U.I. Uggerhøj and S.R. Klein: 
Characteristics of Cherenkov radiation in naturally occuring 
ice, Phys. Rev. D 93, 053006 (2016) 

2. R.E. Mikkelsen, A.H. Sørensen and U.I. Uggerhøj: Elastic 
photonuclear cross sections for bremsstrahlung from 
relativistic heavy ions, Nucl. Instr. Meth. B 372, 58-66 (2016) 

3. A. Di Piazza, T.N. Wistisen and U.I. Uggerhøj: Investigation of 
classical radiation reaction with aligned crystals, ArXiv: 
1503.05717, subm. to Phys. Lett. B (2015); still under review 

NA63 has produced 22 publications since 2008 





What are the invariants? 
Motion perpendicular to an electric field: 

Recall: 



What are the invariants? 

Motion perpendicular to an electric field: 

Recall: 

In terms of electric and magnetic fields: 

A particle moving perpendicularly to a purely 

electric/magnetic field: 


